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Remember: Printable versions to share found at https://afaofpa.org/weekly-newsletter/

Check Our Recent Interview
Guest: VA Grassroots Activist
Topic: Million MAGA March

News From Around PA
Dominion Voting Systems had committed to attend a Government Oversight Committee hearing in Harrisburg, but instead lawyered up and backed out!

PA's first mini-casino has opened its doors in Greensburg. It offers 750 slot machines, 30 table games and sports betting to patrons.

Linda Kerns, a Philly attorney for the Trump campaign, has been placed under official protection after receiving “threats of harm” from an attorney with Kirkland & Ellis. She has been allowed to be “withdrawn as counsel.” Two days afterward Kirkland & Ellis requested withdrawal from representing PA Secretary of State Boochvar.

The PA GOP has included in its budget proposal a provision banning the display of non-approved flags at the state Capitol building. Currently Lt. Gov Fetterman hangs the pro-marijuana legalization and LGBTQ and transgender rights flags from his office balcony.

News From National Scene
SAGE, Center for American Progress, Gay Lesbian Straight Education Network (GLSEN), Equality Federation, National Center for Transgender Equality, the Movement Advancement Project released a list of actions for a potential Biden administration to take in week one. Here are a few: reverse the ban on transgenders in the military; immediately release all people held by ICE; ensure the federal prison system place people in facilities that match their gender identity; create an LGBTQ equity policy council; direct federal agencies to protect LGBTQ community in housing, healthcare, education, etc.

A federal lawsuit has been filed in WV by one Medicaid recipient and one state employee and his dependent seeking to lift the ban on coverage for transgender hormone treatments and surgeries in Medicaid and state employee health plans.

The 11th Circuit has ruled that a ban on talk therapy for minors with unwanted same sex attraction or gender confusion is unconstitutional.

DC Comics has announced non-binary character Kid Quick, who goes by they/them pronouns, will eventually take over for superhero The Flash in the upcoming “Future State” comic book, hitting stores in January and February.

Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals has ruled that Tennessee can begin banning abortions based on a prenatal Down Syndrome diagnosis as well as if it’s based on race or gender.

US Supreme Court has released a list of circuit assignments. Conservative justices Alito, Thomas, Kavanaugh, Coney Barrett will handle emergency appeals from the election battle ground states of PA, GA, MI and Wisconsin.
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